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•::am pus Briefs
Education Forum

The Student Education
Association will hold a meeting
tonight at 7 in Room 250A of
the Union. Mrs. Snyder, an
instructor at and co·founder of
the Konomo Community
School will speak on
"Progressive Schools."

GSA
The Graduate Student
Association will hold its second
organizational meeting tonight
in Room 203 of the Basic
Sciences Building of the
Medical School at 7:30.

Newsreel Films
Tonight at 7:30 Newsreel
will be showing two films in
the ·union, "San Francisco
State Strike" and "Off the
Pig," a film on the Black
Panther Party. On Tuesday,
Dec. 2, at 7:30 p.m.
"Commun!ty Control" will be
shown.
Newsreel also plans to run
"Mexico '68," a film which
focuses on the radical
movements centering around
the Mexico Olympics, and "Off
the Pig" during the week of
Dec. 2-8.
These films are also available
for class·group·meeting
showings. For further
information please call
242-6244.

Video Training
Instructional Media Services
in conjunction with the campus
Closed Circuit Television will
hold workshop sessions in the
operation and use of
the portable video tape recorder
from 7 ·9 p.m. on Dec. 2 and
3. The sessions will be held in
the Learning Materials Center
of the College of Education.
This will be a "hands-on"
experience for interested
faculty, teaching assistants, and
graduate assistants from all
colleges and departments of the
U ni versi ty.
Due to the nature of the
training, each session can
accommodate only a limited
number of persons. Please
contact Mrs. Roady (4047) if

you plan to attend, or if you
wish the ,training but the times
are not suitable.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word mini·
WHERE: Journnlism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time rttn. I£ ad is to
159, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate ig reduced to 5e
C!Msified Advertising
per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

PERSONALS

DEADLINE !or inserting classified 3:30
p.m.-will go ill next day's Lobo.
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters !or groovy Leather Pants,
F!'ingc Jnck~ts. Fringe: Vests. and
Fringe Handbags. 243·7909.
SI-JNIOR-Be sure and have your clnss
picture taken for the Mirage. No charge
-three poses, three prints. Call 277·
5743 to schedule it nt your convenience.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays? Find one with the Lobo Classi·
lied Ads.
i•'RATERNITIES--pay your debts to the
Mirage or your nntne nnd amount of
debt will be published soon in the Lobo,
$ENIOR-Be sure to have yollr cla.s.~ pic·
ture taken !or the Mirage, No charge-

three rmsc:;, three printn. Pictures tn.kcr1

at UNM Photo Servic"' Call 277-6743 to
Hchedulc.
lfA VADOHNUT-:Mondny nights at all
the dorms fr""h doughnuts on sale, lOo,
by- the "''omen's swimming team. l.ook
for them, th<iy'll be there.
'VANTED: female roommate to share apt.
$70 per mo. 120 Cornell, Apt. 305. 243·
1&02. 11/26
ih~MALE ROOMMATE want.d. Share
two-bedroom house near UNM. Phone
266-0754. 12/3
lii<Jr,,p l Need ,·.:::l~de--:-to--:L:-o-s""'A:-n-g"'"'et-cs-ar-ea-.
Leave Wednesday noon. Call Ron 2434920 after 5:30. 11/25

2)

LOST & FOUND

r.osT: REWARD-prcscrh>tion sunglru!scs,
round, tortoise frames, 277-3860 after
11 :oo p.m. 11/26
3)
SERVICES
I•'OUND: At Unlv. Stadium a 1969 class
ring !rom DeWitt Clinton H.S. Owner

APACA INC.

MOVING & STORAGE

GtobalJ!an Lines Agent
All Types Moving &: Storage
1\fqving ls Our Only Busin~
For Free Estimates·
Call 255·6864

Medical School

maY claim by contacting Coach Hackett
a~ Johnson Gyn~.
TYPING SERVICE. Term papers, manus•
eripl<i, thesis. etc.. Experienced.. Doris
Jackson. 296-2548. 12/2
1 NEED HELP. All vacation help me send
love Vibrations to Denver, send them in
. care or Kay. 12/3

4)

Recruiting U
Recruiters represe.nting tho following
compO.nie.s or ugencit~ will visit the Center

to interview candid_ntes ;for positions:

Monday, December 1
Naval Fleet Missile Systems Analysis and
Evaluntion Group-EE, Physics (BS, MS)
Math,/Stat. (BS, MS, PhD)
The University f Chicago Graduute
School-Seeking graduates as pos:dblc candidates for their four Graduate Divisions
of Social Sci., Humanities, Biological Sciences, and Ph)'sicnl Sci,. or School a! Medi ..
cine.
Tuesday, December 2
General Motors Corporation-ME, EE, Ind.
Engin., ChE (BS, MS), Math. Acctg., Industrial Management
United States Civil Service CommissionAll majora and degree levels-'fhis Is Not
A Recruiting Schedule-No Sign-ups Ncces·
sary-lt Is An Opportunity To Have Ques·
tions Answered Concerning Any Phase Of
Government (Fe cJ era I) EmploymentWhere And How To Obtain Jobs Etc.
WednesdaY, December 3
General Motors Corporation-ME, EE ..
Ind. Engin., ChE (BS, MS), .Math, Acctg.,
Industrial .Management.
Western Union Telegraph CompanyBStMS EE, DS ME, ~E. BS/MS Ma~h/
Computer Sci., BS Applted Physlcs/Engan,,
Physics, DBA Acctg., Bus. Admin., Marketing, Ind. Mgmt, Econ/Stnt.. and MBA
in Acctg., Bus. Admin., Marketing, Opera,tions Res., Industrial Mgmt., MS in :U:con.,
nnd Stat. Personnel Admin.
,
Public Sen•it•c Company of New Mex1co
-EE (!lS), Aooounting CBBA), Industrial
Mnnall'cmcnt <BDA)
Th11rsdny, December 4
Navajo Refining ComPnny-ME, ChE
(DS)
Public Servlee Company or New Mexico
-EE (BS), Accounting (BDAl, Tndustrinl
MnnnJ::cmcnt (l!BA 1
University of California, Los Alamos
Sci<"ntific Laboratory-Physics, Mnth., EE
MB, ChE, Nue.E (BS, MS, PhD)
Fridny, Dccember G
U.S. Depnrtm""t of the Interior, Office
or Survey and Review, Audit Op<•rations
DBA-Accountint>:. or mnjor in lluHincss
which i" supplemcnte<l hy nt least 24 sem·
mtcr hours in aC"rounting & nuditiog, nlso
MBA in AccountinJ::

Dcc~mber

U

Dusiness Fol'ms-Dusiness Admin ..
istl'p.tion, Liberal Art<s, Accounting
Wednesday, December 10
AtJnnth: Richfield, Hanford DivisionChemistry, ChE (BS, MS), ME (BS)
Battelle Northwest-Metallurgy, Chern,
Physics, ME, EE, ChE, Nuc.E (llS, MS)
Honeywell, Inc-EE ME ( llS, MS, PhD)
Central Intelligence Agency-Geography,
Geology, Acctg. (Bachelor Level) Comp.
Sci .• EE, ME, Math,, Physics, Ecoo, Lib~
era! Arts, Pol. Sci,, Foreign Aren Programs,
Foreign Language (BS, MS, PhD), Psy.
chology (PhD'~ only) MBA's

TUXEDO RENTAL

Coot ond
Trousers

Complete
Outfit

$6.5.0

$10

FIRST and GOLD

247-4347

dition, good transport.ntion. $225.00. 268·

0962. 11/26

GIBSON t.ES PAUL guitar-$400. Twin
reverb. amp. and e"tcrnttl epMker-$5liO.
296-7897. 11/26
1068 Ot.DS V-8, two doo.r, cl<cellcnt condi·
tion; a !.<!reo, $2350, Call 277·6%0. 11/24

Photo Courtesy Comelius Hawkrldge

Country Barn

CALLING U

J>.m.

Grndunte Student Association: Medi.cnl
School Bnsic S.:icnces Building, Room 203;
7:30 p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union, Room 250C; 1:30
p.m.
Vigllantm: Union, Poom 231E; 7:45
p.m.
UNM Accounting Association; Union,
Room 129; 8 p.m.
Ski Club; Union Theater; 8 p.m.
Speakers Committm. Lecture by Cor·
neliU3 Hawkridge; Union Blillroom; 8
p.m.
Student VcterMs; Union, Room 231D; 8
p.m.
Fcllowshi!! of Christian Athletes; Union,
Room 250D; U p.m.
In a story in ymtcrdnY's I.obo titled
"I.obo Hamburgers Crush Hapless Circuit
Breakers"' it is noticed the game was re-o
ported as ending in li 0·0 tie. What the
sports staff !ailed to note, however, is that
the I.obo Hamburgers actually beat KUNM
when,. nrter- the game wns ovf'r. the Ham.-.
burgera declared a victory and went home.

Suit Alleges Police Brutality

Only 25¢

NMCLU Attorneys Name II Defendants

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Call 242-7340

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word If same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONSl
1. Personals
5. ForSale

2. Last & Found

6. Employment

3 Services
7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING---

HONDA 160 stroked to 180, English
clutch, new cam and . pistons. I nm
Ieavins~ New Mexico. $225 or bmt tlealcnll 241-4426, 11/25

!i=!=R ENT-A-TV'=~

268-4589
Color Available

ENCLOSED$·-~----

The money black market has
grown to astounding
proportions in Vietnam, says
Cornelius Hawkridge. In this
picture, American G.I.s trade
green dollars for military
payment certificates. Hawkridge
says the trades yield substantial
profits.

Cornelius Hawkridge, a man who used
his black market money profits to wage a
one-man war" aga'inst profiteering in,
Vietnam, said last night that the United
States is waging the wrong war in the
wrong place in the wrong season.
Speaking to about 200 people in the
Union Ballroom, Hawkridge said it is up
to the younger generation to stop the war
in Vietnam, because "my generation will
do nothing."
Hawkridge, born in Hungary, spent
1966-68 in Vietnam, and has returned
several times since then. He was also
imprisoned during the Hungarian uprising
in 1956. Acting as chief of state security
for the Hungarian revolution, he was
sentenced three times, and spent seven
years in Hungarian and Russian prison
camps.
Was a Hawk
He said when he went to Vietnam the
first time, he was a hawk, who
"profoundly believed we were right" to
fight the Vietnamese war. He said it took
him about three weeks to change his
mind.
' Hawkridge said American servicemen
stationed in Vietnam "spit on the war,"
and he has· spoken to no one except "a
senile colonel" who approves of the war.
He said he went through a six-week
indoctrination course to prepare him for
Vietnam, But when he arrived in Vietnam,
what he was prepared for "existed only in
the minds of the people in Washington."
Supplies Stolen
He said $11 million in supplies is
stolen every month from the United States,
and sold on black markets around Vietnam.
Hawkridge said $500 million is made
every year by the black market money
changers, and that 2000 Vietnamese
millionaires have been created by the war.
"Nobody came to Vietnam to fight the
war," said Hawkridge, "they came to
create enormous rackets to make money
the fast way." Hawkridge said he made
$50,000 profit from money changing.

FISH SANDWICH

BLACK PERSIAN LAMB s!tort cont. Itt
good condition. Inquire nt 242•1567.

Buek's .TY Rentals

Money Changers

Every Tues. 9 AM-12 PM
Deep Fried

TR-a 1962-radio, heater, . new . lnterlor,
new transmission, $715. Days-299·9923,
cvenings--282·3138. 12/1

$1.00 a day
Free I'iek Up And Service
No Oepooit
Lower .Monthlv Rate .

I.

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special roles for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 .Madeira NE

Tuesday, Nov. 25
Student Standard•; Union, Room 230; 1
p.m.
AWS Constitutional Revision Committee:
Union, Room 230: 3 :30 p.m.
Student Education Association; Union,
Room 250A; 7 p.m.
Upward Bound; Union, Room 231D; 7

No. 52

Says Self-Made /n,restigator

stm~

FORSALE

tor,G MERCUitY, blue/white, aceUent con-

Wednesday, November 26, 1969
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quiet, university girl.
$40 uti!. paid. (Novomb<:r through
April). 20 min. walk/3 min. drive to
university. 243·0209. 11/25

ONE t.AHGE drawing board with handle
and clip, $2; two amnii wooden cnses,
$1.5~ each: two Wilson Jnek :Kramer
tcnnt• raekets-$15 and StO; one Wilson
aluminum frame racket, $30, Ali tournn•
mcnt rackets strung with gut. Call daily
alter 9 p.m. or all daY w.ek~ndl. 2656548.

Vol. 73

TRADITION ...

Special

FORRENT

200 USED TV's, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming NE, 255·5987. 11/27

MEXICO
Vietnam War Is Money

kapy karner
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APAHT:MENT-nic~,

5)

rrtlcsdny.
Moor~
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

1)

I

David H. Law has been
appointed professor of medicine
Drug Committee
and
vice chairman of the
.
John W. Levchuck, assistant department of medicine at the
professor of hospital pharmacy UNM School of Medicine.
He also has been named
in the College of Pharmacy,
has been appointed to Gov. chief of medical service af
David Cargo's advisory Albuquerque Veterans
Administration Hospital.
committee on drug abuse.
Law previously was chief of
The committee will
inventory the drug problem in the division of gastroenterology
New Mexico, gather and at Vanderbilt University,
analyse data, plan a Nashville, Tenn. and medical
coordinated effort throughout director. of the out-patient
the state, and study department.
He is a member of the
enforcement, treatment and
American
College of Physicians,
rehabilitation. Their
recommendations will go the American Gastroenter·
o I o gi cal Association, the
directly to the governor.
Mr. Levchuk joined the American Public Health
pharmacy faculty in September. Association, American Institute
Formerly he held positions of Nutrition, among others, and
with the U.S. Public Health is the author of more than 50
Service and the State University scientific articles,
Law, who received his M.D.
of New York at Buffalo. He is
developing a compt·ehensive from Cornell University Medical
hospital and clinical pharmacy College, is especially interested
in nutrition. He is on the
program for UNM students.
editorial board of the American
Journal of Digestive Diseases
NASM
and
of MEDCOM. He has
Walter Keller, chairman of
served
as special consultant to
the department of music, is
the
National
Institutes of
attending the 45th annual
Health
on
an
interdepartmental
meeting of the National
Association of Schools of Music committee on nutrition for
( N A SM) Monday through National Defense.
Wednesday in Los Angeles.
The NASM is the accrediting
agency for all music degree
Lobo Goof
programs. About 350 member
schools are represented at the
UNM President Ferrel Heady
meeting.
will speak on Opportunities in
The UNM department of Education Pertaining to
music has been a member of University Administration and
NASM since 1950.
Curriculum" at the Aquinas
Newman Center Tuesday, Dec.
2 and not tonight as reported
in
yesterday's Lobo,
Scholarships

Two UNM chemical
engineering students received
$500 scholarships from Stauffer
Chemical Co. in ceremonies
Friday afternoon.
Receiving awards were
seniors John A. Lopez, son of
Joe R, Lopez, 2116 Judy Rd.
SW, Albuquerque, and Kent
Ronald Hoffman, Granite City,
Ill. In addition, Stauffer gave
the departmental scholarship
fund $2000 for future financial
awards to UNM students.

NEW
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Attorneys cooperating with the New Mexico
Civil Liberties Union (NMCLU) yesterday filed
a lawsuit alleging physical brutality on the part
of several members of the Albuquerque Police
Department. The suit asks damages of over
$300,000.
Officers J.W. Duffie, G. Marquez, A.
Campbell, and eight "John Does" are named as
defendants in the complaint for "various acts
done to the plaintiff,'' Delone Martin of
Albuquerque. NMCLU said the suit will be
heard in U.S. District Court with jurisdiction
coming from Civil Rights Acts which provide
money damages for denials of constitutional
rights.
NMCLU said 1\fartin was taken to the police
headquarters building for questioning on
suspicion of burglary on Nov. 14, 1968, taken
into a room to be questioned, "at which time
two unknown police officers severely and
violently hit the plaintiff, and then returned
him to a jail cell."
Underwent Surgery
"After this beating," the NMCLU compaint
says, "the plaintiff's eye nad head swelled and
turned blue and he began to feel great physical
pain. Martin was not given any medical
treatment for approximately 36 hours until
noon, Nov. 16, 1968 when he was taken to
Bernalillo County Medical Center (BCMC).''
"lmmediately, the plaintiff underwent critical
brain surgery to save his life. He was
hospitalized, underwent further operations, spent
two more months at the Veterans'
Administration Hospital and today is
significantly restricted in the use of his right
side (arms, legs, etc.)," the complaint says.
NMCLU said the incident arose on the night
of NC!v. 14, 1968 in the South Broadway area
of the city where two uniformed, unknown
police officers entered Martin's home without
consent and told him the Vanity Cleaners had
been robbed. The officers searched Martin's
home and departed, the complaint said.
Unlawful Searches
NMCLU said Martin's home was searched
several more times before Martin was arrested
by Duffie, Marquez, and Campbell on suspiciqn
of having stolen a television set.
NMCLU's complaint says, "These searches
and the arrest were made Without any probable
cause to believe the plaintiff had committed a

crime and without any search or arrest warrant.
These acts constitute a denial of his right to be
free from unlawful searches and seizures and
deprivation of liberty under the Fourth, Fifth,
and Fourteenth Amendments."
NMCLU said all charges against the plaintiff
were to be dropped on Dec. 4, 1968. "In
January," the complaint says, "when he
(Martin) was to be released from thyhospital,
two unknown officers re-arrested the plaintiff
without probable cause, without a warrant, and
with no charges and detained him for four
hours in the county jail."
"Several avenues of attempting to get a
review of the facts of this matter were tried
prior to filing of this · lawsuit. A complaint
letter was filed with the Police Community
Relations unit asking for a complete internal
investigation. No review of this serious matter
ever took place, or at least that was released to
the complainant, Martin,'' the NMCLU
complaint says.
Conflicting Accounts
NMCLU said accounts of the incident from
persons in charge of the jnil and police facilities
indicated Martin "must have fallen out of a
bed in his cell.''
"The fact is, "the NMCLU complaint says,
"that Martin had never been in a cell with
beds. Later, . the same sources were quoted as
saying that Martin was an epileptic and must
have hurt himself following a seizure.''
·
"Martin has had medical treatment from the
VA for various problems since the Korean War
and no record of epilepsy exists," the NMCLU
·report said.
New Ptogram
The case is the first to be filed under an
agreemer.t between the NMCLU and the Legal
Aid Society of Albuquerque. The NMCLU will
provide a qualified attorney who donates his
time to the NMCLU and Legal Aid Society
without pay.
The NMCLU investigates the complaints and
the Legal Aid Society pays the costs of these
verified civil ~ights actions on behalf of county
residents who qualify for the program.
A private investigator was retained under this
agreement to verify the facts in the Martin
case, NMCLU · said. David H. Pearlman and Paul
A. Phillips are the cooperating attorneys in the
case,

When he tried to interest military and
U.S. authorities about the black market
profits, said Hawkridge, "they only said,
'What are you worrying about, it's not
your money.'" He said the Senate
investigation of black market profits was
started three years after he had made a
full investigation, using his own. time and
money, Hawkridge testified before the ·
Senate committee, and presented a report
of his findings.
"Not Police"
He said the American attitude that the
United States is not in Vietnam to ·police the
country, "amazed" him, and "encouraged
the Vietnamese to run away with
corruption, because they knew they could
get away with it,"
He said the American commanders
"never want to know what is going on. I
refuse to accept that the black markets,
the double dealing, and rackets go on
without the people in Washington knowing
about it," said Hawkridge.
Hawkridge said the South Vietnamese
have no motivation to fight the war. He
said they would rather be left alone, all
foreigners expelled from the country, and
the Vietnamese left to fight their own
civil war. He said the Vietnamese tell
Americans " 'You do the fighting, we'll
make the money.' "
Take Advantage
He said the Vietnamese took advantage
of the Americans at every opportunity. He
said that all the benefits poured into
Vietnam are worthless, because the
Vietnamese do not want to fight their
own war.
Hawkridge said he has been "more or
less a military man" all his life, but he
feels the only way to end the war is to
withdraw American troops immediately.
"Americans are totally unsuited to fight
a guerilla war," said Hawkridge. "Any
western man is not capable to fight an
Asian war."
He said he feels Asian life wiU
eventually dominate the world.

Graduate Council
Forms Committees
The Graduate Student Council (GSC) last night set
up standing committees and selected committees for
• the organization, and elected two at-large cabinet
members.
The Graduate Student Council is the governing
body of the Graduate Student Association, the newly
autonomous graduate student organization.
The Council elected Ron Garner, medical school,
and Jack Edwards, mechanical engineering, as the
at·large members of the GSC cabinet.
They approved formation of standing elections and .
budget and finance committees. A "temporary
standing" committee was formed to evaluate the
constitution and proposed GSA by·laws.
Two select committees were approved, one to
consider the feasibility of a graduate student center,
and the other to consider the question of salaried
GSA officers and staff.
'"l'he consideration of the GSA center was one
item brought up in the referendum of graduate
students last spring," said Joe Bataglia, history
department representative, and cabinet member.
"What has been suggested is a lounge area, a place
to have coffee, space for GSA offices, and perhaps
with n spcnkor's forum. A place . that graduate
students can identify with," said Bataglia.
Negotiations are currently under way about some
space apparently available in the Union," said Betsy
Yost, representative from guidance and counseling.
"It would be most desirable to find space to use
in the Union, several other locations have not
worked out," said Jim McConnell, temporary
administrative aRSistant.
.,..
The consideration of the representation system for
delegates to the GSC was put under the jurisdiction
of the constitutional evaluation committee.
"This is surely one of the most important
considerations to be discussed," said Dick Elliott,
temporary chairman of the GSC.
Braxton Hillerman, medical . school representat~ve,
had earlier in the meeting asked immediate
consideration of the representation question. His
motion failed.
'I'he group also supported a pr~cedural motion
restricting the "voting membership" of GSA standing
committees to GSA Council Representatives, and
requiring "select committees have at least one voting
GSA Council representative."
. "We do not want to make this into an exclusive
club. We want positions open," said Dave .Schmitz,
floor leader of the GSA cabinet,

. . .---··- - - - ·•T··----
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daily every regular week of the University year by the Board of Student Publicatiol1• of the Associated Students of
the Univer.!ity of New Mexico, and is not
financially associ11ted with UNM. Printed
lly the UNM Printing Plant with ucond
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
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for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
autltor solely, Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the UniVenity af New Mexico.

Edito.t•ial

Hawkridge Talks Reality
,After he heard a radio report
announcing 228 Viet Cong casualties in a
firefight, he drove to the scene in. his
jeep where Special Forces troops had
been sent to search the bodies for
Vietnamese weapons. But he found no
bodies there.
He has documented evidence to prove
that the Viet Cong's Tet offensive would
have failed miserably had it not been for
U.S. weapons, food, and medical
supplies, pilfered by the South
Vietnamese and sold to the Viet Cong
for a profit.
He has seen figures which show that
11 , 0 00 South Vietnamese desert the
South Vietnamese army every month.
He knows men in high military
p;.tsitions who are making a huge profit
off continued U.S. _involvement in the
Vietnam War.
He himself made $50,000 profit off
the Vietnamese money black market by
trading green dollars for military
payment certificates which should have
never gotten out of the hands of U.S.
military men.

When he tried to alert the Central
Intelligence Agency, the U.S. command
in Vietnam, and army intelligence to the
massive corruption and thievery in
Vietnam, he was told to shut up and
quit being a troublemaker:
While working in a U.S. refugee
program, he was told time and time
again by Vietnamese peasants that they
wanted one thing and one thing alone all foreigners, regardless of political
ideology, out of their country and out
of their civil war.
He laughs at any suggestion that the
United States could gain victory - or anything else for that matter - by prolonging
its stay in Vietnam.
He doesn't employ tired cliches about
patriotism, communist aggression, or
making the world safe for democracy
when he talks about Vietnam. He talks
about a reality which Nixon's silent
majority refuses to acknowledge.
Cornelius Hawkridge puts it very
simply, "It would be funny - if it
wasn't so sad."

Lobo Review
By STEPHEN M. PART
"Krakatoa - East of Java,"
now showing at Fox Winrock
Tbeatre, should be one hell of
a ' movie. Krakatoa was an
island volcano that erupted in
1883; recent enough to be well
documented, long enough ago
to be romantic.
Looking at the movie as a
whole it is hard to see it as
anything other than a Saturday
afternoon kiddy matinee which is unfortunate since
dissected, all its parts are
excellent. The acting puts
forward quality professional
performances, photography is
excellent cinerama style scary
waves, flames, etc., and the
story line is acceptable if a
rehash of so many similar
adventure stories.
Possibly the movie ends up
only mediocre because it
doesn't lean heavily enough on
the really fascinating story of
• Krakatoa. Krakatoa's eruption
and collapse sent out a tempest
of wind so great it circled the

earth seven and one half times
before it died down. Tidal
waves as great as 135 feet
swept out. A noted geologist
from Wayne State University in
1964 estimated that "Krakatoa
probably released one million
times more energy than the
largest H·Bomb yet set off."
It was one mind boggling
experience for nineteenth
century people so fascinated
with science and new
inventions. The movie touches
on this fascination of Steam
Age people with gadgets such
as diving bells, gramaphones,
balloons, and brass cigarette
lighters, but fails to relate the
science mindedness of people
to the immensity of the
explosion.
Maximillian Schell, as Capt.
Hanson of the rust bucket
Batavia Queen, assumes a new
image. He seems much younger
- possibly his frequent smile
and beard as contrasted with
the heavy German seriousness
he brought to his Academy

Award winning performance in
"Judgment at Nuremburg."
Capt. Hanson seems as
though .he should have been
played by Charlton Heston.
Nonetheless, Schell swashbuckles
his way through in the style of
Errol Flynn. He holds off
thirty convicts with a steam
hose and Navy Colt so well he
may have established a whole
new film personality for
himself.
A love making scene
between Brian Keith, as a deep
sea diver, and girlfriend Barbara
Werle is handled with the
expected G rated coyness, But
is followed with a nice
symbolic consummation when
the scene is shifted to the
engine room, pumping pistons
and fiery coal.
All told, the movie is to be
seen by Max Schell's fans (he
is good in this new type of
role), adventure buffs, and
those with six to 12 year old
younger siblings that need a
Saturday afternoon's diversion.
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· A ball of lava puts the bar in flames in this scene from
"Krakatoa - East of Java," now showing at the Fox Winrock
Theater:.

The Tangled Wire
(A Biased Analysis)
By DAVID McCORMICK
Now that the nuclear nonprolife1-a~on t~eaty ha? ~een
signed by the U.S. and U.S.S.R., Will Chma be mv1ted
to sign? The real China, not that pimple off the
coast . . .
. .
.
Hitler is alive and well and hvmg m Boston .. ·. Jews
there are being hit with violence "very ~ften, almost
every couple of days." No reason was giVen_ for the
trend ...
The National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence says the United States is the
"clear leader" in the number of homicides, rapes,
robberies, and assaults compared. to its population. "Our
homicide rate is more than tWice that of our closest
competitor, Finland ... " Dr. MiltoD; S. Eisenho":er,
chairman, said poverty, not race, 1s the underlymg
factor in violent crime ...
And Nixon's Minister of Information, Klein, is
rallying American Jews to the Vietnamese Cause by
linking U.S. aid in a mideast settlement to a victory in
Vietnam ...
Red Invasion
The Indians have landed on Alcatraz, in San
Francisco Bay, claiming it under the provisions of an
1868 treaty giving the Indians squatters' rights on used
federal property . . . the Government should have
accepted their offer of $24 worth of glass beads and
red cloth ...
Rudolf Hess, Hitler's deputy, was moved to a
hospital Monday ... Why not bring him to America?
He'd get better care, and besides - he'd feel right at
home . . . He'd love Boston ...
Sen. Thomas Eagleton (D-Mo.): the Agnew speech
"contained some truth - as demagoguery must be
effective."
Rep. Clark MacGregor (R-Minn) says impeachment
proceedings will be brought against Supreme Court
Justice Douglas ...
American troop strength in Vietnam: 484,400 not
counting those there on "temporary duty."
The government of South Vietnam has announced
that the Son My Massacre was the smallest of at least
four such actions. According to spokesmen, "the most
typical cases are the massacre in Ba Lang where over
1500 people were killed; that in Kong Hring were
nearly 1500 people were killed or wounded, and that in
the prisons of Tay Ninh and Poulo Condor where
nearly 1000 people were killed or injured." That's the
REAL government, supported by the people, not the
one hiding behind American guns in Saigon ...
David Eisenhower is joining the Navy next spring,
while Prince Charles is holding off until after Christmas
to announce whether or not he is going to join the Air
Force (RAF) next summer ...
It Takes Money to Make Taxes ..•
Proposed amendments to the tax bill that would raise
oil industry taxes slightly and incr~ased greatly the tax
reduction were defeated decisively by the Senate in its
first day of consideration of. the bill ...
The views and opinions expressed in this column do
not necessarily reflect those of the Fascist on the
staff ...

Editor:
Gifts Unrecognized
To the Editor:
The Thanksgiving season is
upon us. Its yearly irony is
that its spirit never quite
arrives. Its ghost rattles at the
window panes, seeping in
through a crack but now and
then.
'l'he day has wearied itself,
and the sweet mystery of sleep
approaches with the night, The
body will appear externally at
rest. Inside, the activity of'
repair, of gentle restoration,
will be incessant though. The
heart will pump, the chest will
rise and fall, the kidneys will
extract their measure of poison.
For within from the sleepless
brain flash forth signals to
control the renewing system
until at first light it wakes
again.
Earth generates day and
night as it revolves. Leaves fall
snows form a blanket for th~
slumbering earth, the green
blood of . spring returns and
finally . ali the. signs of life
burst forth in glory. Faint light
of .~ dista~t star arrives, having
awatted thts moment for seven
billion years. The whole
universe inhales the breath of
life, throbg. with its cor>lltant
heartbeat. And where is the
sleepless mind of this?
Your eye sweep~ across this

Let~n

are weleome, and ehould
be no longer than 250 words typ.,.
written, double spaced. Name, ~Jo>o
phone number and add"'"" muaL be
included. althouzh nam" wiD be
withheld upon nQu.. t.

page. The image thereof falls
upon the television screen
behind your lens and instantly
is greeted there as the
spontaneous river of your mind
flows onward nearly without
effort. Sunshine and
nourishment and water and
oxygen seep into countless cells
that you contain. Within you is
a temple, small in dimension
but complex in design and
therefore holy, But this is so
close, so very ordinary, as to
pass unnoticed.
Nations as well as individuals
lurch about, only partly under
control Justice goes hungry.
Hate mingles its pollutants with
the purer waters of human
progress. Paradise seems so
near, yet is so far. Thus has it
ever been; thus shall it always
be? Is the Lord of all unable?
Or does he go unthanked,
unrecognized, and hence
unasked?
He sits in every empty
chair, indwells every vibrant
leaf. His science is the same
. from here to the most distant
star. For he is one and not
many. He lays out great
thoughts iii the collection of
human minds though his
appearance is hidden from
thtJm. Y ct he ill ever present.
Thanksgiving is upon us. Fall
upon !>Ur knee!l,
Stuart F. Hayes
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AHS

Few From

economic a~ea parents as to
why students should stay in
school - either high school or
college.
Mrs. Haynie said many
parents do not realize the
benefits of a college education,
By SARAH LAIDLAW
and many were not motivated
Director of Student Aids at to stay in high school.
the University, Charles· J. Education of lower economic
Sheehan, said recently that the m:ea parents would familiarize
University has difficulty them with the problems a
attracting students from student faces, and the benefits
of education.
Albuquerque High School.
Need Financial Aid
Sheehan said only 44
Mrs. Haynie said many
students, from a graduating
Albuquerque
cl~ss of ?OO at Albuquerque students from
High
would
have
to have
H1gh, applied fm student aid.
He gave as reasons for the lack financial aid before they could
of interest in UNM, the Jack attend college. Almost half of
of motivation on the part of the students at Albuquerque
Albuquerque High students to High are employed while in
attend any sort of institution high school, she said. Financial
of higher education, and lack needs of students has
of knowledge about aid handicapped them while they
are still in high school, and
available to students.
some students come from
Find Students
He said he hopes the families who are on welfare,
ASUNM - sponsored storefront she added.
She said that of those
project will find students in
the Model Cities area who are students who do go on to
eligible for student aid, and higher education, the majority
eligible to attend the attend the University.
Mrs. Haynie said the
University.
Mrs. Lela Haynie, senior storefront project might help
co.unselor at Albuquerque High, motivate students to attend
sa1d the storefront project may
STEW$Rl}ESS
help in some areas of
PREPARATORY COURSE
i ndentification of eligible
NEW AT FLAIR
students, but what the
Stimulating • Adventurous
University really needs is a
Glamorous
"Big Brother" program to help
FLAm CAREER COLLEGE
students once they have arrived
at the University.
9901 Candalaria NE 296-5571
Mrs. Haynie said many
students
who go to college
"have a lack of insight as to
what college is," and those are
the students who will drop out
once they are at the
University. She added many
students need tutoring while
they are at the University and
help in assimilating to college
life.
"No Initiative"
Mrs. Haynie said many
students from Albuquerque
High who attended UNM
"don't have the initiative" to
stay in school, or a "realization
of what college is." She said
this is true of many students
from lower economic areas.
She also said it would be
"profitable" to educate lower
(Editor's note: 'l'his is the
second of a two part series
concerning student aid and
problems in getting lower
economic area students to
attend the University.)

UNM or another state school,
as well -as identify those who
may apply for student aid. She
said last year's Upward Bound
project did much· the same
thing, but a ''Big Brother"
program is much more badly
needed. She dted West Point
as a school with an effective
"Big Brother" program.
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AEC Speaker·
The chief engineer for the
Los Alamos scientific
Laboratory will be the guest
speaker at the Christian
Student Center, 130 Girard
N.E., Sunday evening at 7:30.
Charles Huff, a UNM
graduate and engineer for the
Atomic Energy Commission
since 1948, will speak on the
topic "The Christian as a
Scientist." Huff is currently
involved in the Mason
accelerator project at Los
Alamos.
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something

special

4201 Central N.E. 265-7410
5810 Menaul N.E. 268-4147
6901 Lomas N.E. 268-6848

The .A.SUNM Popular Entertainment Committee

PRESENTS

Court of Appeals
Oxerturns Ruling
SAN FRANCISCO - (CPS)
A Court of Appeals here
this week overturned a draft
ruling of Boston Judge Charles
Wyzanski last April that had
softened Gen. Lewis B.
Hershey's memorandum making
qualifications for conscientious
objector (CO) status more
stringent.
John Sisson, 22-year old
draft resistor in Boston won
favor of Wyzanski's court by
contending that his draft board
denied him a CO because he
didn't base his pacifist beliefs
on religious grounds, and that
this was unconstitutional. The
act challenged Hershey's early
dictum that CO's must base
their belief in religious d!>gma.

the

PRISM
2041 ~. Plaza

lft JisliHclivc

shop

/calttring

Ticket Prices:
$2.7.5, $3.25, $3.50

/iHe crysla/,

$3.75,$4.25 & $4.50

mtliquc smtlos

UNM student discount-SOc
per ticket (2 per ID)
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Old Town

Mail Order Tickets

Sunday, November 30
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On sole at:

SUB Ticket Booth
Reidlings Downtown
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Tickets

C/0 5th Dimension
Student Union Building
UNM87l06

at University Arena
'
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277-3411
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Nixon Education Bills Not Imminent
WASHINGTON
(C~S) priorities, and some legislators
-During the 1968 campa1gn, and educators are getting
President Nixon said, "When impatient.
''Nary a word about
we talk about cutting the
expense of government - either education" was contained in
federal, state or local - the the administration's message to
one area' ·we can't short-change Congress last month on its
is education. Education is the legislative priorities, observed
one area in which we r.nust Rep, Ogden Reid (R·N.Y.).
keep doing everything that is Reid urged the President to
necessary to help achieve the "promptly forward to Congress
a comprehensive program
American Dream."
Today, nine months after dealing with the educational
assuming office, Nixon has yet needs of the country."
George Fischer, president of
to send his education proposals
to Congress or indicate where the National Education
education stands on his list of Association (NEA), which acts
A/C PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS.
IN CONCERT

BLOOD SWEAT &TEARS
ALSO
TONY KOSENECLE GROUP

as a lobby group for federal
aid to education, commented
before the House Gen~•ral
Education Subcommittee: "The
Nixon rhetoric on education is
the same as his promise to end
the Vietnam war. I don't
blame the President for either
problem - he inherited both but I am startled and chagrined
by his lack of convincing
proposals to solve these
problems."
The administration is
reportedly preparing an
education message to be
forwarded to Congress soon,
but expectations are that it
will focus on elementary and
secondary education rather than
higher education.
The reason for this is said

to be that the White House,
wishing to win the battle
against inflation, is unwilling to
expand its aid to education in
general, and post-secondary
education considered less
vital than education in gmdes
1·12 - must therefore receive
Jess financial emp!J.asis.
In the abst;nce of any
proposals from
the
administration, however, Rep.
Edith Green (D-Ore.), chairman
of the House Special
Subcommittee 011 Education,
has announced her committee
will not wait for Nixon's
message, but will open hearings
this month 011 the wide range
of recommendations that have
been made to solve higher
education's financial problems.

19 6 8 massacre of South
Vietnamese villagers.
So me senators Tuesday
denounced an impending trial
in connection with the alleged
massacre and some of the
publicity surrounding it.

SIVANANDA YOGA SOCIETY
.,

...

Of Albuquerque
GRAND OPENING
Sat., Nov. 29, 7:30 PM
Opening Ceremonies
Conducted by
Swami

TICKETS
$3.00
$3.50
14.50
15.50

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
WEDNESDAY
NOV. 26, 8:00PM

~~

ON SALE AT
RECORD RENDEZVOUS
RIEDLINGS DOWNTOWN
CRISTY RECORDS

VISHNU DEVANANDA
111 California N.E.
(Bring a pillow to sit on)

OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENT BODY

FROM THE MIRAGE STAFF, 1970 :
This letter .migh~ have been an announcement informing you of the death of the Mirage. Financially.
we were about to fall. Our allocation from Student Government and our book sales combined were not
enough to allow us to publish.
Nobody believed us when we said we had·to sell 4000 subscriptions at $7 each in order to print.
Most people ~hought $7 was totally unrealistic. Unfortunately, $7 was the minimum price we could
charge. We s1ncerely thank the 700 people who had enough faith in our intentions to buy the book,
Ur:Jfortunately. you were not enough.
The thing that was most discouraging about the whole situation was that we never planned to publish
a traditional (translate "du~l") yearbook. There were so many good photographs and ideas ••• our book
would have been more than excellent.
Unfortunately, the financial risk of publishing the Mirage as originally planned would have been
too great in the eyes of the Student Publicatio~s Board after the disappointing sales. And the personal expense of time for something that very poss1bly could never have been printed was too great to
justify Mirage in the eyes of the staff.
A great.deal of time has alrea~y.be~n spent, as well as.a great deal of money. The results, as
reflected 1n sales, have been hum1l1~t1ng, and ~ave been '!nsunders~ood by everyone except those
who have suffered through the last s1x months w1th us try1ng to pa1nt a dinosaur in psychedelic colors.
So, this is a birth announcement. Our new concept for the Mirage is three books instead of one
~ac~ ~ook will pres~nt a_segmen~ of the year in a photo-journalistic style, and may be purchased •
~nd1v1dually, The_fHst 1ssue l>_llll come ou~ the first week in January, and will cover all the happenlng~ up t? that tlffie, •• Mor.!ltorlum, Homecamng, football,etc. The second issue will include organ; ...
zat1ons p1ctures, basketball, more news, and will appear before spring break. Our final installment
can come either before Fiesta or after Graduation. Included in the last issue will be sports, special
news features, and class pictures.
Those of you who have ?lready subscr~bed have paid for all th!'9e issues plus the hard cover. At
the end of the year you '!111 have the d1fferent yearbook we prom1sed you, But you will get it sooner
than you expected,. to en~oy before the year has ended ••• before parts of the year have begun. For
those of you who don't l1ke yearbooks or.who thought seven dollars was ridiculous, or who were putting
off buying one, etc,etc: thanks for forcing us into trying something new.
·
Until January, ·
THE MIRAGE STAFF

unm box :&o, university ol new mexieo, albuquerque, new mexieo 87106

Cycles West Presents

Jose Feliciano In Concert

Yell Will Direct Rodey Play

Bills introduced include :
*A
comprehensive
community college bill, which
would authorize grants to the
states for
planning,
construction, and operation of
community colleges,
*A bill that would reimburse
working college students for
tax payments.
Rep. Green is planning to
introduce an "omnibus"
education bill that would, if it
were passed, set federal
education priorities for the
next five years. The bill is
expected to includ!l a long·term
student Joan bank and an
institutional grants program. A
loan bank would lend students
money to pay for college
expenses.

Rising Concern
Resor was called to testify
in the midst of l'ls!llg
congressional concern about the
international effect of the
report. The Army, meanwhile,
was interviewing scores of
witnesses for the court martial
of Lt. William L. Calley Jr. in
connection with the massacre.
Sen. J. William Fulbright,
D·Ark., urged a prompt and
thorough investigation, warning
that the incidents "can cause
grave concern all over the
world . . . about what kind of
country we are, what people
think we are."
He also told newsmen the
alleged massac.re demonstrated
"the brutalization of our
society" and was one more
reason the United States should
move promptly for a negotiated
settlement of the war.
The Armed Services
Committee made no
announcement of its meeting
with Resor, but quietly slipped
the meeting into a list of
committee hearings distributed
to the press gallery.
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'The Entertainer' by John Osborne

Tickets for John Osborne's "The
Entertainer" will go on sale Monday, Dec. 1,
at the Rodey Theatre box office.
The stunning drama about a down-and·out
vaude-:ille artist in' the dying English music
halls 1s scheduled for production Dec. 10·13.
Directed by Gene Yell, "The Entertainer"
will be UNM's entry in the American College
Theatre Festival.
Last year, Ye!J!s production of Jules
Romain's French farce "Dr. Knock" was
selected by panelists out of four plays to
represent New Mexico in the regional run-offs
of the festival at Fort Worth, Tex. It placed
fourth in competition there.
Milburn Mehlhop, who played the title role
in the farce, was singled out for a special
citation for excellence in acting, one of seven
out of a total of 140 actors performing in
the competition.
Written in 1957, "The Entertainer" was
John Osborne's second play. The young
playwright had already established himself as
the spokesman of Britain's Angry Young Men
with his earlier "Look Back in Anger."
"The Entertainer," like the earlier play,
wonders what's the good of the middle road,
the proud tradition, the golden memory.
In both the London production, the New
York production and the film version, Sir
Laurence Olivier starred as Archie Rice, the

Witness· Testifies on Massacre
By DARRELL GARWOOD
WASHINGTON UPI - The
Senate Armed Se1·vices
Committee Tuesday summoned
Army Secretary Stanley Resor
to testify in closed session
Wednesday on the reported

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Saturday Nite Dec. 6, 8:30 PM

Civic Auditorium
All See~ts Reserved 3.50, 4.50, 5.50
Available at These Locations
Cristy Records-Josephslndian Shop
Oiclcs Record Shop-Reidling Music-Rt')cord Rendezvous

boozy song and dance man, who is looking
for the big break that will never come.
Archie's proudest achievement is his 20 years'
evasion of the Income Tax Man.
In the Rodey Theatre production Flynn
O'Malley will play the title role of 'Archie
w!th Sheriden Thomas as his long suffering
Wife whose only consolation is the gin bottle.
Ken Walston will play the role of Archie's
father who, unlike his son, was a successful
headliner in the golden days of the music
hall.
Also in the cast are Maureen Dolan as
Archie's daughter, Jay Price, who plays the
son, James Sandiford and Tony Pruskas as
'
well as a bevy of music h:\11 girls.
Sets for the play, which is conceived in a
series of scenes called "turns" which alternate
from the music hall to Archie's cheap sea side
resort lodgings, will be designed by Emil
"Skip" Schulte. A false proscenium and a
runway built out over the orchestra pit turn
Rodey into an English music hall.
Schulte will also be in the four·piece
orchestra which provides accompaniment for
Archie Rice's routines and the "New'd Look
Girls."
Reservations may be made by calling Rodey
Theatre box office (277-4402) from 2:30 to
5:30 weekday afternoons.

COUNTRY BARN
Fried Chicken Special
2 Pieces of Crisp Plump Chicken
Golden Brown French Fries & Toast

ONLY

Eat in our large dining room or take it home
2400 Central SE Across From Campus
We'll Have Your Order Ready-Coil 242-7340

Novelist Gives Book to U NM
Michel Butor, a le~ding
French novelist who 1s a
visiting professor at UNM, will
give to Zimmerman Library a
copy of a rare suite of
lithographs as well as the
correspondence, typescript and
sketches which explain
development of the suite.
Only 38 copies of the book~
were printed.
The
book
and
correspondence will be
presented formally next
Tuesday at 10 a.m. in the
Clinton Anderson Room of
Zimmerman Library. Among
those invited to the
presentation are representatives

of the language and art image of the West, Butor says.
departments, the university
Butor wrote his text on
administration, Zimmerman transfer paper in the UNM
Library, and other groups in lithography workshop where he
the community.
was assisted by Professor Garo
The book is titled "Western Antreasian. The transfer sheets
Duo," and is made up of 10 were shipped to the Tamarind
witty and touristic lithographs workshop, where the text was
on themes related to the transferred to the lithographic
Southwest - the desert, cactus, stones.
sun, arrows, and Indians.
With the exception of the
Eight pages include poetry title page and last page,
written by Butor in Masurovsky added his drawings
Albuquerque during September. to the stones after the text
The poetry is made up of had been transferred, Butor
separate words, rather than spent the last few days in
words arranged in sentences, October in Los Angeles adding
and the words act "like strokes the text to the drawing for
of a painting" to give some those two pages.
Masurovsky worked almost
entirely in lithographic pencil.
The prints, pulled in black,
reveal linear patterns in a
formal control for which the
artist is known.
The book measures 30 by
22 inches and is housed in a
educational experience the black fabric box.
United States can offer.
Jayagopal said however, these
students are overly protected
TAIJIAN STYLE
with free travel fare, free
HO'\GIES
tuition, and free school
&
expenses to see more than a
very limited aspect of the
STEAK
United States.
SANDWICHES
Jayagopal, who is working
for the education department
Hoagie Hut
at UNM, came tc this country
as a self·sponsored foreign
Central
student in 1965. In 1967, after
Pedro
centr
spending two years at the
( alJ!).OSt )
University of Indiana,. he
received his master degree in
out

U Students From India
Must Overcome Problems
.

R. Jayagopal, self-sponsored
foreign student and Resident
Project Director for the Job
Corps Student Teaching
Program, will be returning to
his home in Madras, India,
next June after four years in
the United States. •
During his four years in the
United States, Jayagopal has
conducted careful studies of
the problems Indian students
face in coming to the United
States, and has t:ried to
determine the most effective
m,eans for overcoming these
difficulties.
First, he feels there are two
types of Indian foreign
students: those that are
self·sponsored, like himself, and
those financed by Fulbright
Scholarships.
The goal of these
scholarships is to allow Indian
stu dents to return to their
country with the best possible

402

&
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Let's Get It Straight

"ON THE BEACH"
In a coffee house where the beat generation congregates, a young
man came up to a table of sight-seers and proudly showed a letter
from his church disowning him as a member. He was seeking sympa.t~y an~ justification. He told of going away to seminary, his
tmt10n patd by the church back home, only to meet up with a few
rebels whose "show-me" attitude he found congenial. His arrogant
heckling of his teachers got him into trouble, and the first thing he
knew he was out; on his ear, and all his standards had tumbled
around him. Now he was bragging of his flight with a sickly smile
to strangers.
.
teii you that they have tried
.
.
There IS no. sad?er _s1~ht
religion and it failed them. Ac~han a former Idealist s.1ttmg
tually, they "tried it on," as a
m ~he ~utter an,d prett;ndmg to
second-hand .suit, but were
eilJOY 1t. 'f'l?.ere IS nothmg more
only too glad to shrug it off
heartbreaking than to see a
when they found their true
man or woman who once startlevel among the malcontents.
ed out to serve God, who n.ow
You can rebel all you want
gets a charge out of defymg
to against accepting your faith
Him. ';l'he beach?s of California
secondhand; but when you reare littered Wlth those who
bel against accepting it first"concerning the faith have
hand from God, you are like a
made shipwreck," as the Apos·
minnow defying the ocean. ·
tie Paul terms it. Gfteilwich
Preferring to live "on the
Village is filled with the "little
beach," you shrivel and die.
lost sheep who have gone a"Why will you die?" asks
stray ... doomed from here to
God. "How often I would have
eternity." If you try to tell
gathered you under my wings,
them of Jesus Christ, they beand you would not •.. Come
unto me ,and live,"
come vastly uneasy. They will

COLLEGE AND CAREER
Fir.t Baptist Chureh 123 BROADWAY, S.E. Sunday, 9:30A.M.

secondary education.
~~~~~~~~~~~~g~jjij;;jji;:::;;::::;;::;;:.:;::::;iiii::iiiiii;;;;;iiii:':iii;:.::;::;
He came to UNM in 1968 .•
to work on his Phd in
secondary education, which he
is in the process of completing,
and became involved with the
Indo·Amerieafl Association on
campus, of which he is now
secretary.

CASCADES~
now

$1Q95
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famous international dishes
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New SDS Moratorium
Plans December Activities
A ''new'' Moratorium
Committee was formed at the
SDS meeting Monday night.
"UNM's first Moratorium
Committee, we feel, did not
make a real effort for the Nov.
moratorium, and so far has
apparently done nothing toward
December activities," said Doug
Nance, New Moratorium
Committee chairman,
Nance hopes the new
committee will have more
success than the old in making
the public aware of the war,
saying, "People seem to have
forgotten that the war is still
going on, and they are at least

Lobos Turn back Fired-up Frosh, ·85-59
By PAUL FLECK
In a ragged game played
before 6,900 impartial fans the
Lobo varsity turned back the
freshman team by 85·59 at the
arena last night.
The frosh trailed by just
two points at halftime but the
experience of 'the varsity
proved too much · for the tall
freshmen. Willie Long, the only
big starter for the Lobos
dominated .the inside game with
a 23 point, 8 rebound
performance.
The freshman stayed right
with the. varsity throughout the
first half and grabbed the lead,
20·19 after 13 minutes had
ticked off the clock. John
Johnson, who led the freshman
with 2 3 points, gave the
Wolfpups the lead as he converted
both ends of a 1·1 situation,

indirectly responsible for the
killing."
The committee's plans for
Dec. include:
Dec. 10, 11
open
discussion around the theme
"Other Vietnams" in the Union
Dec. 12 - preparations for
the march and rally
Dec, 13 - march to the
federal complex downtown and
rally
Dec. 14 - to be declared a
day of community prayer
Dec. 24 - day of sorrow
for those not home for
Christmas. ·
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Chrome Motion

Only those who get around campus know all the beauty
spots and attractive features of the University. This spinning,
chromed wonder is located in the Fine Arts Building.

kapy karner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rote~ for dissertations-required paper supplied f1·ee
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building & 120 Madeira NE

Engineering Has
Big Come-Back
1

1

Engineering, after a four·year
"slump" in popularity, is
making a strong comeback at
UNM partly because engineers
turned letter writers.
Freshmen enrollment
indicating engineering interest is
up 10.1 percent this fall, Dean
Richard Dove of the College of
Engineering reports. UNM's
total enrollment is up 8.6
percent from last year.
Enrollment in nuclear
engineering, offered only to
graduate students, jumped 23
percent and the entire College
of Engineering, which includes
sophomores, juniors, and
seniors, shows a 14.4 percent
gain in students.
UNM's slump was part of a
generally nation·wide decline in
students majoring in
engineering. While totals
enrolled did remain steady, the
"slump" was indicated because
future engineers did not
increase in proportion with
students in other fields, such as
language, history, literature, and
the social sciences.
Dr. Dove, and other faculty
members, decided to do a
selling job.
Where students cited a
particular branch of engineering,
the chairman of that
department wrote.
All emphasized the vital role
played in virtually every
person's daily life by engineers
in a broad range of
applications.
"We tried to get across the
idea that an engineer leads a
very interesting, even exciting
life, constantly directed toward
progress - doing things better
than they have done," Dove
summarized.
There are no "freshman
engineering students" at UNM.
Like everyone else they're
enrolled i11 U ni versi Ly College
when they enter.
Over·all, the College of
Engineering enrollment this fall
is 601, compared with 559 a
year ago, a gain of 7.5
percent.

I
I

I

Petie Gibson regained the
lead for the Lobos with a
20-foot jumper. The lead
see-sawed for two minutes until
three straight baskets by Howie
Grimes, John Somogyi, and
Long gave the varisty a
five-point spread.
"Sixth starter" Somogyi
made his debut after ten
minutes had elapsed in the first
half. Somogyi had six points in
the first half and ended up
with 13.
Personal Battle
Gibson engaged in a personal
battle with Tom Roberts, the
impressive Farmington star, .but
Roberts handled his position at
the point without being
flustered.
Two quick baskets by John
Mulligan and Johnson tied the
game with 15 seconds left in
the half, but Ron Becker saved
the varsity's halftime dignity
with a buzzer shot that was
good from the foal line.
The second half opened with
the varsity clicking off three
quick points on a free throw
by Becker and a hook shot by
Grimes. The frosh got in foul
trouble early and were over the
allotted six team fouls by the
seven minute mark. Mike
Stewart, Mulligan and Roberts
all fouled out of the game.
Stewart, a 6'8" forward,
contributed 8 points and had a
fine overall performance before
leaving.
The varsity started to pull
a way with the aid of the
numerous fouls and held a ten
point advantage at the 7:05
mark in the second half. Coach
Bob King elected this
opportunity to employ his new
full court press. The Lobos
stole the ball on three
successive inbounds plays and
scored on each. Gibson and
Somogyi both showed fine
hustle in the flurry of action
under the varsity's basket. The
freshman never got organized
again and King started to
substitute freely.
Howie Back
Grimes, back in action after
redshirting last year,, put on a
fine performance with
exceptional defense along with
11 points and 4 assists.
The Wolfpups played well
against liUch stiff competition
and Coach King and freshman

Intramural
Basketball

Coach Jim Johnston both
expressed their satisfaction with
the squad. "We just need a
little time to mature," stated
Johnston.
King was dissappointed with
the sloppy play in the first
half. "We were trying to score
all at once," commented the
red-vested mentor, "but the
varsity's experience showed
through in the second half.

The big story is that we need
more boards and fewer
turnerovers. We had 24
(turnovers) and that is double
what we should have."
The game featured a try·out
of the three official system,
and King voiced some doubts
about how good such a system
will work. "I'm not sold on it
yet, I don't think anyone is. It
might cause people to stand
aound and not touch anyone."

one he was promised when Coach
Ellenberger fir:1t recruited
him ...... Petie Gibson is still number
00 ...... and Willie Long still sports
number 44 ..... number 44 was
previously worn bY Mel Daniels and
Ira Harge.

• • •
Entries for intramural billiards
are due by Nov. 28. Turn in entry
forms at the Intramural Office,
Room 13, Johnson Gym.
L>une Buggy Bodies
VW Parts-All Accessories

RODGF.RS & CO. INC.
2615

J~leta

Blvd. SW

5250 Lomas Blvd. NE

Phone 877-l 034

We deal with

NORTON
DUCAT! and
MOTO-GUZZI cycles
Also METZLER TIRES

8414 4th St. NW
Albuquerque, N.M.
Call 898-3623

HI PERFORMANCE PARTS CENTER
distri !JUtors of the most
comjJlete line of performance
equipment inN ew Mexico

Up In the Air

women's

sparta
~ IAIIBARA N..OI9AN

W'QIIItll's Spol:b,WJ'lhlr
..

Field Hockey
Winning first place in both
A and B categories, the
women's field hockey team
swept the State Intercollegiate
meet at Las Vegas.
Maria Allison lead the A
team to victory while Barbara
Butler and Mary Ann Romero
spearheaded the B team effort

· These three Lobos are up in
the air over the Varsity-Fresh·
men game at the Arena last
night. Pictured are senior Dave
Cui ver (foreground), talented
freshman John Mulligan (No.
45), and Willie Long
(background) in the game
which the varsity won, 85·59.

e EDELBROCK e CRANE CAMS
HURST e MICKEY THOMPSON e SEGAL
BORG-WARNER e CYCLONE HEADERS
TRW e SCHIEFER e AIRLIFT
HOLLEY

to clinch first place. Miss
Butler, Miss Romero and Miss
Allison were chosen to play in
A and B team all-star games at
the tournament.

DELCO SHOCKS AND BATTERIES

Tennis
Finishing off their fall
season of competition, Lorrain
Carrico and Dina Benedetti
won first place in the tennis
doubles matches. Miss Carrico
continued her fine playing to
become runner up in the
singles competition.
Next spring the team will
once again compete throughout
the state · and intermountain
region as the second phase of
the tennis season matches will
begin.

Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you•ve found one?

I'UBBLO aG, TNWA 34
Hn.lftime: Tewn 20, l'uoblo 17

.
High Scorers: Pueblo-Rodger Russell,
13 Scott Wnlbcrg 9, Keith Wognn 8.
l'UErJLO ( tl) 33, PI KAPPA ALPHA
(Bl 26
l!nlCtimo: Pueblo 20, Pikes 6
Hi(rh Soorcra 1. I'Ueblc>--Mnx Sttmhenson
17, Chuck Pnrhnm 9, Jnmes I'nrrn 8.
35 foul< were rnllod during tho gnme.

LOBO LICKINGS - Ken Otteni,
UNM's
5·10 Junior
from
Albuquerque, missed more shots last
night than he did the entire season
last year. ''Little Round,~ was 1 for
3 Tuesday night but went 3· for 4
during l968·69 .. ,. .. eight freshmen
were suited out for the game and
six of their parents came down to
Albuquerque for the contest.
Several number changes are in
this year's lineup from last. Ronald
Becker (50) used to be 32. John
Somogyi (24) is using the s!lllle
number he has always worn and

Special
7415 :'IIenau!

:.:t:

: Coli

THE

296-7880

1st

I
SPECIAL RESEAL SERVICE
~
I Remove, Dismantle. and Thorough Inspection ~

I $19.95
I with this ad

TAKE

38c qt.

Regular $28 service now $19.95 for University
students and staff. This coupon also entitles students and sta.ff to a special discount on all parts
and service.

1

~.'.·.·.;1

,,
i' i

~

I
• One Day Service
U
fil.
Customer Towing
: Free
I
Budget Terms (W.A.C.)
service oil types of automatic and standard transmissions,
I We
Differential and clutch· work available.
Hours: 7 a.m.-6 p.m. daily
I
7 a.m.-1 p.m. Saturda.y
I
tJ

SIIOP NfJ.JIN TI/(J

h\MOUS 1'~1/0 'MAIIKI!lS

. HAt-e WROUGHT BRASS AND
COPPER BV BRICITO
RllTABLOS AND BUL TOS BV
ELEANORA,

SYMBOLS GALORE/

Cycle Center
415 Wyoming NE
Autltorized Dealer

Norton, Ducati
·Montesa, H~;~dakd

._______. ___ ·-----1
Sales-Service-Parts

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let yoo off at several points on Central between
Girard and Uni\iersity. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma ,to University to Lomas to
Stanford.
PATI'tO~IZE

THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

I
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C*arnpus

Recruiting U

I:Srief~

Recruiters repre~entir:g th.e thfol~'~fe~
at agencies Wlll Vlstt . e • c
to in,terview candidates ;for positions •
compani~

Senate Elections

Fall elections for 10 of the
20 student Senate seats will be
held Dec. 17. A senator's term
lasts one year.
Candidates must be members
of the Associated Students and
have attended UNM at least
one semester immediately prior
to . the election. They must
have · at least a 2. 0 grade point
average for work done here,
and must maintain that average
during their term of. office ..
Each candidate IS requtred
to submit a nominating petition
with at least 7 5 signatures no
later than two weeks prior to
the election Dec, 3. Petitions
and copies of election
regulations may be picked up
in the student government
secretary's office,

Sugar Bowl
A group tour to the Sugar
Bowl football game and
invitational basketball over the
New Year's weekend is being
sponsored by the UNM Alumni
Association.
The tour itinerary includes
the annual Sugar Bowl football
game the two basketball games
in the Sugar Bowl Invitational
in which the Lobos will play,
a sight seeing tour of New
Orleans, and a steamboat tour
of the New Orleans Harbour.
The trip will run from Dec.
29 through Jan. 2, 197?, a~d
reservations must be recetved m
the Alumni Association office
by Dec. 1.
Anybody desiring more
information about the tour or
accommodations are asked to
contact "Bub" Henry, in the
Alumni Association office,

Pi Tau Sigma
The national convention of
Pi Tau Sigma, the mechanical
engineering honorary fraternity,
discussed faculty-student
relationships, professionalism
and professional ethics, and
pledge class programs.
The convention, held at
Purdue University Oct. 31-Nov.
2
approved a constitutional
a~endment allowing any
mechanical engineering graduate
student membership upon

recommendation of two faculty
Pi Tau Sigm<\ members. The
amendment still must be
ratified by the chapters.
A national emblem, to be
used to recognize the most
active chapter member, was
also approved.
Next year's convention will
be held at Oklahoma State
University in Stillwater,
Oklahoma.

Lithographs
Two UNM students have
entered lithographs in
exhibitions in New York and
California.
Gordon Miller, .a post-degree
student who ts also an
instructor at New York State
University, has submitted a
print to the Rochester Print
Club Annual Exhibition.
Herman Shark, a graduate
student has a print in the
First National Automotive Art
Exhibit at the Riverside Art
Association in California. He
also has a print in the Palomar
College Drawing, Print and
Small Sculpture Exhibition in
California.
The lithographs were
produced in the UNM
lithographic workshop,

Artists Meeting
The New Mexico Association
of Composers, Artists and
Friends will meet Monday at 8
p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Lionel C. Rosenbat'm, 1400
Cornell NE.
Included in the program will
be a lecture-demonstration of
electronic music by John Robb,
dean emeritus of the UNM
college of fine arts.
The recently-organized group
is seeking members among
persons interested in composing,
performing or listening to new
music.

Library Hours
Zimmerman, Fine Arts, and
Parish Libraries will be closed
Thanksgiving Day, They will be
open Friday, Nov. . 28, from 8
a.m. · 5 p.m., and Saturday,
Nov. 29, from 8 a.m. · noon.

Fifth Dimension
The Fifth Dimension will be
in concert at University Arena,
Nov. 30, at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are $2.75, $3.25,
$3.75, $4.25, and $4.50.
College students with I.D. will
get a 50 cents discount.
Tickets are available from
the UNM Student Activities
ticket booth, Record
R en devous, and Reidling,
Downtown.
A .S U N M . P o p u l a r
Entertainment Committee will
sponsor the concert.

Zygmunt
Stanley Zygmunt, a junior in
chemical engineering at UNM
has been awarded a $300
scholarship from Universal Oil
Products of Chicago.
In addition to Zygmunt,
four other undergraduates in
the departmen't received
scholarships and Universal ga~·e
the departmental scholarship
fund $500.

IIIIO""CALDNG'U"'"'"
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Museum Closed

Monday, December 1
•
Naval Fleet Missilo Systems .An~lysts Jnd
Evaluation Groun-EE, Phys1es (DS, S)
Math./Stat, ( BS, MS, PhD l
1'he University ! Chtcago c;tradu~tc
School-Seeking graduates as possl~le. ~an·
clidates for their four Grn<hlntc DlVISlsn;;
of !'ocial Sci .• Humanities, Bio1o
d~"
cnc'.~S, and PhY6icn1 Sci., or Schoo1 o
e I..
cine.
Tuesday, December 2
General 1\fotors Corporation-MEA, E~, IJd.
Engin., ChE (DS, !liS), Matll, cc g., n·
duStrial :Management
.
. .
United States Civil Servtce Com!JHSSJONnt
All majors and degree levels-Thts Is o
A Rec:ruitin .... Schedult:~-No Sign .. ups Neccs~
~at•y-Jt Is An OPPortun.itY To JJavhe Quor
tion& Answered Concermng Any P ase
Government ( F e d e r a I) EmploymE"tnt--Wherc And How To Obtnin Jobs ' c.
wednesdny1 December 3
General Motors Corpo:~.•ntton-M.E, EE.
Ind. Ermin., ChE (BS, MSl' Mnth, Acctg.,
Industrial Management,
Western Union Telegraph /CMoSmpManfht
llS MS EE, llS ME, IE, BS
. n.
Co~lPutcr Sci., BS Applied Physic?/E'Wrm.,
llhysics, DBA Acctg,, Bus. Admm.,
nr-

gictk

Provides For •Active Recruitment' in Future

BYU Announces New Policy Taward Blocks

(BtJbl!c Service Company of N cw MeJ<i.co
-I'E (BS), Accounting (BBA), Industrml
Mnnm:cment (!lilA)
Univt>l.'Sity of California~ Los Ala~o~
Scientific Laboratory-Phys,cs, Math., EE
1\U<l, ChE, Nuc.E (IlS, MS, PhD)
Friday, December 5 .
.
US Department of the IntcrJOr, Office
or Su~vey and Review, Audit. Opct·a~iona
)lBA-Accounting, or major m llusmess
whi~h is supplemcnt<!d ,llY u.t lcn~t. 24 sem ..
ester hours in nccountmg & n.ud1hng, also
MBA in Accotmting
•
UniversitY of Cn.lifornin! Los Alamos
Scientific Lnborntm')'-Phys•e.s, Math., EE
MB, ChE, NucE. (BS.-MS, PhD)
'l'ucsdny, December.9
.
Moore Business Forms-Dusm<;ss Admm ..
istration, Liberal Arts, Accountmg

Brigham Young University (BYU)
officials have announced a new
policy of active recruitment of black
students.
The announcement, which was
released last week through BYU's
College of Physical Education, states
that blaeks are welcome to attend
the Mormon school.
Earlier in the week, BYU
President Ernest Wilkinson issued a
six-page statement reasserting previous
statements of BYU officials that the
school does not discriminate in any
way against blacks.
The Mormon Church, however,
which owns BYU, calls blacks
inferior and prohibits them from
attaining any position in the
priesthood of the church. At the
same time the church permits 12
and 13-year-old white boys to enter
the priesthood.

APACA INC.
MOVING & STORAGE
Global Van Lines Agent
All Types Moving & Sto;age
Moving Is Our Only Busmess
For Free Estimates
Call255-6364
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Change of Heart
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Wilkinson's statement made no
direct reference to a recruiting drive,
but Milton F. Hartvigsen, dean of
BYU's college of physical education
indicated that such a drive will be
started "in the near future."
The release of the statement by
the physical education department

i Large Pizza • Large Pitcher ol Beer i
i
•
p i $3 •§ 12-2:oo p.m. Everyday:
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WORK FOR THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

has led to speculation that the
recruitment drive will center around
athletes although BYU officials have
said black non-athletes are also
welcome to apply for admission,
Hartvigsen said the new recruiting
drive is designed to determine if
there has been a "change of heart''
in the black community about
attending BYU. He added the new
policy is a direct result of protests
directed against BYU during the past
few years.
The new emphasis on contacting
blacks is a "natural follow through
to the circumstances of the times,"
he said.
He added that BYU has had
trouble recruiting blacks in recent
years but that the increasing number
of demonstrations directed against
the school might indicate a new
"desire" among blacks to attend the
school.

No Exploitation
BYU has not had a black on any
of its varsity teams in recent years
and this year has only three blacks
in its entire 25,000 member student
body. Only one of those blacks is
from the United States.

At least some blacks at UNM,
however, say that the· new BYU
policy will solve nothing.
The issue they say, is not
whether blacks will be admitted to
BYU, but the fact that the Mormon
Church still insists on calling blacks
inferior.
Barbara Brown, in an appearance
before the Faculty Policy Committee
last week, said the whole question
of admission of blacks to BYU is
''irrelevant." What the WAC schools,
or at least UNM, should be
concentrating on is the
"dehumanizing effect" the Mormon
religion has on blacks, she said.
Miss Bl'Own added she was not
asking UNM or the WAC to interfere
with Mormon beliefs. "If they want
to practice this (dis crimination
against blacks) fine . . . I am not .
asking them to have a revelation."
(Before church doctrine pertaining to
the "inferiority" of blacks can be
changed one of the 12 "apostles" of
the Mormon church must first
receive a revelation.)

Kick BYU Out
She added that UNM's continued

Challenging Careers e Advancement
e Excellent Pay and Benefits
Federal Representatives Will Provide Information
And Answer Your Questions

MEXICO

Federal Career ln!ormntion Dny

TUESDAY DEC. 2, 8 A.M.-4 P.M.
PLACEMENT CENTER TRAILER

Vol. 73

No. 53

P·Wos:

Union, Room 23l·B: 7 p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 30
Sport Parnohute Club; Helen Drop Zone;
8:30 n.m.
Sc · • Mrs
J cwish Hcrlta~e Lecture
rtes.,
•
zena Harman, "The City ofyTo;;:orro'J't
Planning tor Children and
ouh ""I
Affcc!8 World Jewry;" Ant ropo ogy
lluildim~. Room 101.

NMCLU Aids Black Airman

ANNOUNCEMENT
Truman Street Chiropractic Center
gives special attention to

s1.oo a day
Free Delivery, Pick Up, And Service
No Deposit
Lower Monthly Rate

Students-Faculty & Staff

Buck's TV Rentals

Dr. Silbaugh-Dr. Goforth

268-4589
Color Available

203 Truman NE -

Afro Hair Style
Cause of Charge
By Air Force -,

Far Appointment Call 255-7155

The New Mexico Civil Liberties Union (NMCLU)
has publicly urged the commander of Cannon Air
Force Base to cancel courtmartial proceedings against
a black airman who was judged in violation of Base
regulations for his refusal to remove his Afro hair
style.
The airman, August Doyle, is scheduled to stand a
special court-martial on Dec. 8 for "refusal to remove
his Afro hair style allegedly in violation of Cannon
Base's regulations which prohibit the wearing of fad
hair styles," a NMCLU release said.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7a per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time rup. II ad is. to
run five or more conseeuttva days ~1th
no changes th!! rtltc is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum number or
words to 10.

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room
159, afternoons preferably or mail.

Clnsslfled Advcrthlng
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuqucr<tue, N.M. S710G
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement.

1)

PERSONALS

DEADLINE for inserting ela:;sified 3:30
p.m.-will go in next day's Lobo,
Sand and Sun in OLD TOWN is your
headquarters for groovy Leather Pan!8,
Fringe Jackets, Fringe Vests, and
Fringe Handbags. 243-7909.
NEED A RIDE HOME for the Christmas
holidays 7 Find one with the Lobo ClaMi•
lied Ads.
l!"'RATERN1TIE5-pay your debts to the
Mirage or your _name and. amount of
debt will be published soon m the Lobo,
SENIOR-Be sure to have your cla.ss picture taken for the Mirage. No chargethree poses, three prints. Pictures taken
at UN:M Photo Service. Call 277-5743 to
scliedule.
_
HAVADOHNUT Monday nights at all
· the dorms fresh doughnuts on sale, lOc,
by the women's swimming team. Look
for them, they'll be there.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted. Share
two-bedroom house near UNM. Phone
265.0754. 12/!1

2)

LOST & FOUND

LOST: REWARII-prescriptlon sunglasses,
round, tortoise frames, 277•3860 after
11 :00 p.m. 11/26
-

3)

SERVICES

FOUND: At Univ. Sta~ium a 1969 class
ring from DeWitt Chnton H.S. Owner
may claim by contacting Coach Hackett
at Johnson Gym.

OKIE'S

10¢ BEER
Every Wed. S6 PM

Pizza Slic.es 15¢
Centred At University

TYPING SERVICE. Term papers, manuscripts, thesis. etc.. Experienced.. Doris
Jackson. 296-2u48. 12/2

l NEED HELP. All vacation help me se~d
Jove vibrations to Denver, send 'thern In

care of Kay. 12/3
llE SURE to check the Lost & Found
service in the lobby of the sun for
~our Jost iteJll.S.

5)

FORSALE

200 USED TV'~, all styles. Save today.
441 Wyoming ~E. 255-5987. 11/27
ONE LARGE drawing board with handle
and clip, $2; twc> •mall wooden cases,
$1.50 each; two Wilson Jnck Kr":mer
tennis rackets-$15 and $10; one Wdson
aluminum frame racket, $30. All tournament raekets strum~ with gUt. Call daily
after 9 p.nl. or all day weekends. 265·
6548.
1956 MERCURY, blue/white, excellent condition, good transportation. $225.00. 268·
0962. 11/26
GillSON LES PA lJL ~tultar-$400. Twin
reverb, runp. and external BPcaker-$550.
296-7897. 11/26
1968 OLDS V·S, two door, exei!llent condi·
tion, stereo, $2350. Call 277-5950. 11/24
TR-3 1962-rtldio, heater, new interior,
new transmission. $715. Dayu-299·9923,
eVenihgs-282·3138. 12/1
BLACK PERSIAN LAMB short cont. ln
good condition. Inquire at 242-1557.
LOTUS CORTINA. DOHC 4, d~al Webet"•
rebuilt engine and _tr.ansmis!uon, radu:»,
heater. Best offer. 344-3654.

Foreign Car
Specialist~

Repair & Maintenance
On All Foreign Cars
Ouer 100 yrs. Combined
Experience
Free Estimates ·
26.5-5901
333 Wyoming N.E.

association with BYU, while not
necessarily indicating agreement with
Mormon religious doctrine, does, in
fact, "condone" those beliefs.
The only way to solve the
problem, she said, is to "kick BYU
out of the WAC." F<!iling that she
suggested to the Pc.iicy Committee
that UNM should withdraw from the
conference.
Miss Brown said the continued
association of UNM with BYU in
fact is a situation of "scratching
each other's back" since both
schools benefit financially.
Sam Johnson, who was also
appearing before the Policy
Committee, agreed, saying th<~t
continued association with BYU
indicates "mutual respect" of that
school.
Both Miss Brown and Johnson
rejected a proposal advanced by
several members of the Policy
Committee members to establish a
''conscience clause" which would
permit blacks to refuse to play BYU
without fear of losing their
scholarships.
That plan, they say, would still
be condoning "the racist policies of
BYU."

NEW

e

Wednesday, Nov. 26
G s A. Union, Room 230; 3 p.m.
0~~~~ Psi Phi; Union, Lobo Room, 7

rr==RENT-AThe Maxwell Museum of
Anthropology will be- closed
Nov.
27-29 for
the
Thanksgiving holiday.
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'n Acctg llus, A<lmin., Mnrketmg, Operntions Re~:, Indu~tria.l Mgt!lt" MS ht Econ,,
and Stat. Personnel Admm.
.
Public Service Company of New Mc'".Co
-EE (BS), Accounting (lll3A), IndUlltr!al
Management (BllA)
Thursday, December 4
NavaJo Refining Company-ME, ChE

LAZARE

If you are in school unde~ the Gl Bill ... you must
do these things to get patd :-

0
0

Lazare, by
Alexander Archipenko,
was
recently purcb,ased
for UNM by the
F1iends of Art and
is on display in
the Fine Arts
building. The
bronze sculpture
was created in
1952.

Turn in your Veterans Administration Certificate of Eligibility to your college at the time you register
If you change your mailing address ... inform both the
VA and the Post Office immediately

e

If you change your course or college, apply to VA for
a new Certificate of Eligibility

0

Inform VA immediately of any dependency changes ...
marriage, births, deaths; divorce

f)

At the end of the college term, return the Certificate of
Attendance which will be sent you by VA

You have edrned your first check at the end of the month
in which you start clas~es .... ~nd it should come. to you
within a reasonable per.od. If 1t does not, check w1th your
registrar to make certain that your Certificate of Eligibility
was processed and returned to VA. If it was, then ask
your nearest VA office for help.

I
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Council Asks
Notification
Of Protests

The University Athletic
Council recently adopted a
policy putting a 48-hour
approval stipulation on any
demonstration to be held in a
University athletic facility.
The policy, adopted Nov.
21, reads, "Demonstrations at
recent athletic events have
indicated the necessity of
establishing policy that will
assist in the protection of
'students and other spectators
from possible injury.
"Since facilities for athletic
events vary from one sport to
another in terms of
confinement, movement, crowd,
team, and student proximity,
the Athletic Council establishes
the policy that: all pre·game,
half-time, . and post-game·
activities within the confines of
any University athletic facility

during the period of time of
the playing of any regularly
scheduled meet, contest, or
game, must be cleared at least
48·hours prior to the event
through the athletic
department.
"This period of time shall
be interpreted to mean from
the time that the facility is
opened for any particular meet,
contest, or game until such time
that it is vacated and closed."
ASUNM President Ron Curry
said the approval stipulation is
"unnecessary" at this time,
because UNM does not face
Brigham Young University
(BYU) until February at the
Arena, and because the Athletic
Council's stand is "inflexible."
BY U' s a II egedly racist
practices have been the object ·
Continued on page 4

NMCLU said Doyle declined
The Marine Corps, NMCL'!J
to obey an order to cut his said, several weeks ago
hair in early November when announced new .regulations
he was picked up by the Air whereby black Marines could
Police.
wear Afro hair styles,
Black Identity
Telegrams have been sent to
In a letter to Col. Henry C. Sen. Joseph Montoya, Rep.
Koelbel, commander of the Manuel Lujan, Rep. John
27th Combat Support Group, Conyers, Rep. Shirley Chisolm,
Cannon Air Force Base (near Sen. Edward Kennedy, Sen.
Clovis), NMCLU said Doyle Stuart Symington, Sen. Fred
requested assistance in the case Harris, and Roy Wilkins of the
from the NMCLU and the NAACP, alerting them to the
national ACLU.
situation and requesting their
"We are pleased to advise immediate intervention, NMCLU
Airman Doyle," the letter said, said.
"that we believe an Afro hair
Ask For Change
style is not a fad, but a means
The telegrams said in part,
of expressing black cultural "Doyle makes his stand on the
identity and pride, and, . as right to express black identity
such, is constitutionally and culture. This hair
protected."
prosecution is institutional
The NMCLU letter racism where white culture
continued, " I t is our enforces rules banning
understanding that Airman non-white culture, such as Afro
Doyle's hair presently meets, hair. We desperately urge your
and when the order was given immediate attention and actibn
met, the general neatness to stop this first Air Force
regulations prescribed by the criminal action repressing black
Air Foree. It is also our identity,"
understanding that Airman
NMCLU cited the Marine
Doyle passed an open ranks Corps' new policy in its letter
inspection on Nov. 22, during to Koelbel and said, "In a
which many other men (but time when there is a severe
not Airman Doyle) were crisis in black-white relations in
reported for having improper this country, there is a special
haircuts."
need for white members of this .
Vague Standards
society to respect the -identity
NMCLU said it objected to of other persons."
the use of current hair
"We specifically call on you
regulations as a basis for to cancel 'the scheduled
criminal prosecutiolt when court-martial and to recommend
"they (the · regulations) are so to the Air Force that it adopt
vagup. t.hnt. t.h~>y arP virtually the mmP.nt Marine Corps policy
impossible to interpret in terms on Afro hair styles," the
of Afro hair styles."
NMCLU letter said.

